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Children's World Atlas
Detailed maps provide young children an exciting look at our world and its people, places and wildlife! Revised and updated. This gorgeous new edition of Scholastic Canada Children's Atlas of the World provides an exciting
look at our world and its people, places and wildlife, perfect for the whole family! With updated information on population statistics, geopolitical changes, flags, information on climate change and more · Accurate, state-of-theart maps created using digital mapping techniques. · Full of colour photographs and fascinating facts on Canada and other major countries and regions around the world. · Features full-colour photographs and fascinating facts
on every spread. · Includes a listing national flags, capital cities and populations for every country. · Introduces global topics such as climate, conservation and the environment. An ideal reference for Canadian homes and
classrooms!
Maps, illustrations, and text provide information on the regions and countries of the world.
The 400+ reusable stickers in this oversized, 32-page collection guide children on a fact-packed journey around the world, teaching them about each region's people, plants, animals and landmarks. This engaging companion
to the celebrated Barefoot Books World Atlas includes a labeled, pull-out world map poster by award-winning artist David Dean.
Provides information about the geography of each of the continents, including landforms, bodies of water, climate, plants, animals, population, and flags, and about the poles and the oceans.
Children's Activity Atlas
All About Maps
A Book of Maps for Young Children
A Young Person's Guide to the Globe
World Atlas
Provides a guide to the world seen through a Christian lens, citing Christian history makers, landmarks, civilizations and discoveries found around the world.
Our world is constantly changing and this refreshed atlas from the map experts at National Geographic captures the state of the planet with colorful maps, easy-to-grasp stats, and lots of
fun facts--the perfect reference for young kids and students. Learn all about the people, places, animals, and environments of our world in the fourth edition of this engaging atlas. It's
got a fresh, kid-friendly design; fun, lively photos; and all the latest, greatest geographic and political information that make this such a valuable resource. It's the perfect reference
for kids to learn about lands close to home or oceans away--ideal for classroom use, homework help, and armchair exploration.
A comprehensive world atlas with 60 pages of maps showing land cover, cities and towns, boundaries, rivers and lakes and places of interest. Each continent is introduced with several pages
of key facts, satellite views and information on major geographical features. Endmatter includes a gazetteer of states, geography quiz and time zones chart. A classic Usborne reference
book, fully updated and now available in paperback.
A brilliant novelty-packed introduction to the world in this fantastic junior pop up atlas.
Childrens World Atlas
50 Cities of the U.S.A.
National Geographic Student World Atlas
Around the World
Scholastic Canada Children's Atlas of the World
The map experts at National Geographic bring you a new atlas that captures our world with completely updated maps, stats, and fun facts--the perfect reference for curious kids and students. Learn all about the people, places, trends, and
developments of our world in the sixth edition of this acclaimed atlas. All the latest, greatest geographic and political information makes this a valuable resource for using in the classroom or reading at home. This new edition features: - A
new map on global migration that introduces kids to the movement of people around the world- New graphics that present facts in an easy-to-read format- Colorful photography that shows the beauty and diversity of our world This atlas is
the perfect reference for kids to learn about lands close to home or oceans away. Complete your atlas collection with the National Geographic Kids United States Atlas, 6th edition! And for younger readers, don't miss the National
Geographic Kids Beginner's World Atlas, 4th edition, and the National Geographic Kids Beginner's United States Atlas, 3rd edition.
The world's in your hands. Embark on a journey to every continent in the world to meet its Indigenous people, learn about its culture and customs, and understand how it came to be the place it is today. Lonely Planet's Amazing World
Atlas immerses you in the ways of life created by Indigenous cultures and explains how those cultures have continued to shape our modern world. Explore the globe using continental and regional maps and read about the landscape and
population of every independent country on the planet. Plus mind-blowing facts, fascinating history, and captivating culture help you become an expert on our world. This book is divided into six sections: Africa, Asia, Europe, North
America, Oceania and South America - each with a map of the continent and every geographic region as well as illustrated and photographic depictions of each countries' people, animals, environment and architecture. About Lonely Planet
Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published its first book in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travelers, many of whom are now
sharing a passion for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers at home and in school to learn about the world with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space
and more. We want to inspire the next generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!
A complete world atlas with maps, information on exports, suitable for elementary grades.
Contains the latest data, maps of the world, and graphs as well as lively essays about the world, geography-themed games, crosswords, and picture puzzles.
Maps of the World's Oceans
Junior Pop Up Atlas
My First World Atlas
Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas
National Geographic Kids World Atlas, 5th Edition
From which country can you see the Northern Lights? Where is the world's highest mountain situated? Which reef is home to 1,500 kinds of fish? Inside this book, find out about the countries, continent rivers, seas, and mountain ranges of the world. Discover hundreds of
fascinating details about their landscapes, climates, and more with 100 super stickers and over 30 pages packed with amazing atlas facts.
This lavishly illustrated, fact-filled atlas--a follow-up to Maps of the World--allows children to discover the fascinating and mysterious world below sea level with links to explore even further on computers and tablets. Covering every ocean and major sea in the world, Maps of
the World's Oceans is a vibrant and comprehensive atlas that children of all ages will love to explore. The dozens of colorful, detailed maps are filled with hundreds of illustrated icons highlighting creatures that inhabit the waters of the world from deep-ocean sharks to sea
birds that rely on the water to survive. Also featured are vital vegetation, submerged shipwrecks, and icons representing the myths and legends of the various peoples who supposedly lived by the seas. Along the surface, readers will explore ports, lighthouses, famous explorers
and voyages, old navigation secrets, and more. Flip the next page from any map and the corresponding icon key explains why these fish, animals, various organisms and more are so vital to the oceans and the seas - and therefore the world. Young readers will learn about
waves and tides, currents and oceanic ridges, and more giving them a complete look at the world's waters. Each map includes a link allowing kids to download a version of them on computers and tablets to explore even further. Captivating and comprehensive, Maps of the
World's Oceans will entice even the most reluctant young explorer.
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have been waiting for! With 160 pages of illustrated maps, engaging infographics, mind-blowing photography and a large dose of humour, this is the atlas that shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really like.
A lively illustrated introduction to the countries of the world and the seven continents, this bright, playful atlas gives inquisitive readers just enough information to whet the appetite for exploration. Sprinkled with imagery that picks out a country's unique essence —like the
giant squid and penguins of Antarctica, and a dragonfly-shaped kite from Vietnam’s International Kit Festival—and trivia that informs, this atlas makes a great gift for curious kids.
Explore America's cities with 50 fact-filled maps
The Atlas That Brings the World and Its People to Life
My World Atlas: A Fun, Fabulous Guide for Children to Countries, Capitals, and Wonders of the World
What's Where on Earth Atlas
Kids' World Atlas
An introduction to regional geography of the world, with a map, facts, and pictures for the major regions of each continent.
This hardback book is a celebration of our extraordinary, interconnected planet. With expert cartographer Martin Sanders as your guide, set off on journey around our beautiful, fragile, and
complex world -- exploring the natural and human environments, wildlife and migration, cities and landmarks, weather and climate, wild habitats and manmade transformations. This title will
give children valuable insights into the world around them, instilling a sense of wonder and respect for our planet. Fascinating facts are brought to life by some of the very best
photography from around the world, together with maps that combine cutting-edge knowledge with exceptional clarity. Ideal for children aged 8+.
The new fifth edition of National Geographic's award-winning atlas is more fascinating and fact-filled than ever! It's the definitive atlas for middle and high-school students to explore
and use in the classroom, college prep, and at home. From the cartographic experts at National Geographic comes the latest edition of its award-winning student atlas, with everything kids
want and need to know about our changing world. Dynamic, user-friendly content includes photos, facts, charts, graphics, and full-color political, physical, and thematic maps on important
topics. Completely updated maps and statistics ensure that kids have all the latest information as they learn more about current events and become global citizens.
A one-of-a-kind atlas that glorifies God, explores His creation, and honors His followers around the world! Discover amazing wonders of God's creation, including longest rivers, tallest
mountains, and more. Examine interesting factual details about Christian explorers, missionaries, and history makers. learn about geographic features and how these were formed by the Flood,
plate tectonics, and volcanic activity - plus other details of God's amazing design. The atlases that line the shelves of libraries and bookstores are filled with both evolutionary thought
and secular worldviews. This atlas is packed with unique insights into Christian history makers and amazing landmarks. One will explore the design of ecosystems and biomes, great
civilizations, and discoveries found around the world. The full-color, visually engaging book provides a dual purpose as an elementary curriculum and a valued reference tool. Outline maps
and facts regarding the seven continents are provided, as well as detailed maps and data of the featured countries. The comprehensive information provided for each focus country will bring
to light their culture and traditions, holidays, exploration, legal system, and economic industries, as well as missionary accounts and other material to help children connect to people
from regions around the globe.
An Illustrated Children's Atlas to the Seas and all the Creatures and Plants that Live There
The Usborne Internet-linked Children's World Atlas
Children's Illustrated History Atlas
Barefoot Books World Atlas
The Bartholomew Children's World Atlas
Atlases don't come more amazing than this! The ultimate world tour explores countries and crosses continents on its fact-finding, fun-filled journey of discovery Planet Earth is brought to life in stunning, specially commissioned 3-D maps and
artworks that showcase fascinating themes, including geographical features, cities and landmarks, wildlife, and population in unprecedented detail. You'll scale the peaks of the Himalayas, trek the jungles of South America, roam the grasslands of
Africa, and swim the Pacific Ocean on your incredible adventure. Visit the hottest place on Earth, spot the largest butterfly, rub shoulders with the world's biggest population, cross the busiest international border, and much, much more on your
travels. This vital source of learning is perfect for children to dip into for school projects and a welcome addition to any family library. For genius geographers or anyone with a taste for adventure, this one is for you!
A lavishly illustrated, fact-filled, oversized atlas that allows children to discover the world without leaving their home. Covering every continent, country, even outer space, Maps of the World is a vibrant and comprehensive atlas that children of all
ages will love to explore. The dozens of colorful, detailed maps are filled with charming, educational icons representing the aboriginal people in Australia, giant tortoises in the Galapagos, the Gold Rush in California, traditional dress in Mali, and
even James Bond in England. Flip the next page in the book, and the corresponding icon key explains hundreds of these cultural, environmental, and societal illustrations. Organized by continent, the atlas also includes details on populations,
language, agricultural, politics, and other bite-size facts. Each map includes a link allowing kids to download a version of them on computers and tablets to explore even further. Captivating and comprehensive, Maps of the World will entice even
the most reluctant young explorer.
Illustrations and maps introduce the geography, culture, and trivia facts of each continent, and suggests activities to explore geography in depth.
This showcase atlas takes the reader on the ultimate round-the-world trip. It not only portrays the Siberian wastes with a beautifully detailed map, it also shows and tells you what it is like to roam across them as a Nenets reindeer herder. Not
content with detailing the contours of Africa's Great Rift Valley, it takes you there by looking at the culture of the Ethiopian farmers plowing its base. From Bolivia's bustling markets to carnival time in Venice, the World Atlas brings together views
from windows all over the world. Facts, maps, satellite images, optional digital material, and local stories make this book a global yet personal experience. This revised edition of DK's groundbreaking 2003 atlas has been refreshed with beautiful,
bright, new maps, and a topical introductory section..
The World Book Encyclopedia
National Geographic Our World
Amazing World Atlas
Children's Illustrated Atlas
National Geographic Kids Beginner's World Atlas
The Cat in the Hat introduces beginning readers to maps–the different kinds (city, state, world, topographic, temperature, terrain, etc.); their formats (flat, globe, atlas, puzzle); the tools we use to read them (symbols, scales, grids, compasses); and funny facts about the places
they show us (“Michigan looks like a scarf and a mitten! Louisiana looks like a chair you can sit in!”).
A picture atlas that takes young readers on a visual journey around the world, from Spain and Portugal to China and Mongolia. Continents and countries are brought to life through stunning photography and eye-catching illustrations. Uncover incredible geographical
features, wildlife, culture, history, and landmarks in unprecedented detail. This incredible and inspiring visual atlas takes you on a fact-filled, continent-by-continent tour of the world! Throughout the pages of this adventure book, you'll discover more than 50 fascinating
maps that are packed with fun facts and fresh images. Your child will learn all about the climate, populations, places, and industries of our world. Picture stories complement the maps, from the giant river that flows through the Amazon forest, to the frozen icebergs of the
glacial Arctic. Discover the richness and diversity of human and animal life around the globe. Each map shows the countries, their capitals, famous landmarks, as well as their longest rivers and highest mountains. This educational book is more than a map book! This atlas
book also shows young explorers how to read a map and use a key, compass, and scale. It's the ideal resource for classroom use, home learning, and armchair exploration. The Ultimate Round-The-World Trip Children's Illustrated Atlas is the perfect reference book for kids
to learn about lands close to home or oceans far away! It's also a fantastic gift for children with an interest in the world around them and a taste for adventure. Without even leaving your home, this children's atlas book allows you to: - Explore more than 50 stunning world
maps and incredible geographical features. - Learn how to read a map and use a key, compass, and scale. - Travel the world's cities and landmarks through beautiful photography and illustrations. - Dive into intriguing facts about the world's population. Charming and
informative, the Children's Illustrated Atlas series from DK Books is a delightful addition to every child's library. Bring the amazing world of wildlife right into your home with the Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas, and reach into the past with the Children's Illustrated
History Atlas.
Young explorers: grab your ticket to a world of fun! Featuring 12 fully illustrated maps, this atlas is jam-packed with information about the different continents and each region's wildlife, food, architecture, and culture. The journey continues with more than 250 reusable
stickers, eight perforated postcards, and a pocket-size passport with quizzes and cool facts. Curious kids will dream about their adventures to come.
Learn about incredible world history in this first-ever history atlas for children ages 7-9. Young history buffs will love this time-traveling adventure! This beautiful history atlas helps children learn about world history, all the way from the first humans leaving Africa right up
to how the world looks now, with a modern world map. Journey around the world as you learn its history, with maps showing everything from the awe-inspiring Great Wall of China to the when and how of the Civil War. This amazing illustrated atlas brings history to life. It is
packed with more than 40 colorful historical maps and fascinating nuggets of information about our past. Children are shown how to read a map and how to use a key, compass, and scale. Each map is bursting with information, such as how big the Roman Empire was, how
explorers made incredible journeys around the world, and when humans first traveled into space.
An Illustrated Children's Atlas of Adventure, Culture, and Discovery
The Kingfisher Children's World Atlas
Children's World Atlas
Bringing the World to Life
It's a Big Big World
From Anchorage to Washington D.C., take a trip through America’s well-loved cities with this unique A-Z like no other, lavishly illustrated and annotated with key cultural icons, from famous people and inventions to events, food, and monuments. Explore skyscraper streets,
museum miles, local food trucks, and city parks of the United States of America and discover more than 2,000 facts that celebrate the people, culture, and diversity that have helped make America what it is today. Cities include Anchorage • Atlanta • Austin • Baltimore •
Birmingham • Boise • Boston • Burlington • Charleston • Charlotte • Cheyenne • Chicago • Cleveland • Columbus • Denver • Detroit • Hartford • Honolulu • Houston • Indianapolis • Jacksonville • Kansas City • Las Vegas • Little Rock • Los Angeles • Louisville • Memphis •
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Miami • Milwaukee • Minneapolis-St. Paul • Nashville • New Orleans • New York • Newark • Newport • Oklahoma City • Philadelphia • Phoenix • Pittsburgh • Portland, ME • Portland, OR • Rapid City • Salt Lake City • San Francisco • Santa Fe • Seattle • St. Louis • Tucson
• Virginia Beach • Washington, D.C. The 50 States series of books for young explorers celebrates the USA and the wider world with key facts and fun activities about the people, history, and natural environments that make each location within them uniquely wonderful.
Beautiful illustrations, maps, and infographics bring the places to colorful life. Also available from the series:The 50 States, The 50 States: Activity Book, The 50 States: Fun Facts, 50 Trailblazers of the 50 States, 50 Maps of the World, 50 Adventures in the 50 States, 50 Maps
of the World Activity Book, Only in America!, and We Are the 50 States.
A thrilling animal adventure around the globe packed with maps and facts, perfect for kids ages 6-8. With more than 40 full-color maps packed with information, Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas zooms in on countries and continents to show key animal habitats and locations
around the world. Photographs highlight each continent's most iconic animals and colorful graphics take a closer look, showing the animals, plants, and habitats found within each country. Habitats are introduced and explained on visually stunning pages, from the mountains
and deserts to the grasslands and tropical rain forests. Bite-size facts and figures explain where the habitats are found and what the climate is like, and describe the plants and animals that live in them, making the information easy for kids to comprehend. Children's Illustrated
Animal Atlas brings the amazing world of wildlife into the home, taking kids on a wild adventure around the globe.
What is it really like to live in Sweden, Peru, or Bangladesh? With its vivid photographs and up-to-date social and political information, the Children's World Atlas gives children a realistic view of each country. Combining superb maps with expert text, it is suitable for ages 8
years up to use at school or at home.
Children's World AtlasAn interesting and informatiive atlas explaining every corner of our planetIgloo Books
The Reader's Digest Children's World Atlas
A Colorful Atlas for Kids
There's a Map on My Lap!
Maps of the World
National Geographic Kids World Atlas 6th Edition
This book is packed with information and beautifully illustrated throughout.The book comes with 2 sticker spreads to help you learn and understand the topic and fully engage with the learning about the world and what makes different regions different, from learning about animals and people in each part
of the world to the specific geography of each area visited. Included is a beautiful fold out poster 21.5" x 14.25".
Maps, photographs, illustrations, and text present information about the statistics, politics, history, culture, and physical features of the countries of the world, arranged by continent or region.
This atlas is packed with information about the way in which communities and cultures across the world have been shaped by their local environments and it looks at the ideas and initiatives which are shaping the future.
Provides fun facts and trivia about different countries around the world, including information about native wildlife, important architecture, and local culture.
Barefoot Books World Atlas Sticker Book
The World as You've Never Seen It Before!
My First Big World Atlas
Children's Atlas of God's World

An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
An interesting and informatiive atlas explaining every corner of our planet
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